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TRIBUTE TO LORD & LADY HALIFAX

The"St* Louis Globe Democrat" today says; "St Louis can put a check after the

names of Lord and Lady Halifax on its golden book;, they’re nice people* The

three day visit ran a gamut from highstatesmanship to our famed Forest park

monkey show where Lord Halifax, regardless of chimpanzee hairs on his ambassadorial

coat said it was great fun.

"And this man is not. running for Congress* This is' a Britisher, a former

Viceroy andForeign Office chief but hardly Anglo-American on the sober and

religious side. Indeed Britain hardly rates him a top salesman of Empire# Yet he

did the right thing, said the'right word amid the milling complexities of a strange

metropolis five thousand miles from home.

"Such true cosmopolitanism, mere than the Navy, made the British Empire.

America is getting the idea. Secretary Hull and Vice-President Wallace have made

themselves 'good neighbours'. with Halifax they seem to prove an unsalesmanlike

man is, the Best salesman of goodwill# The country can use 'more of the same'."

UNQUALIFIED EQUALITY OF CHINA

The "New York Herald Tribune" today states? The British and American notice to China of

the readiness of these powers to negotiate the relinquishment of all extra-

territorial rights is a. recognition of China's unconditional sovereignty over

whatever terrirories she holds, which will, of course,mean of all China when Peace

comes, and therefore of her unqualified : equality in the family of nations. It is a

token of the world's appreciation of China*s sacrifices, courage and fidelity to

the common cause of the free peoples*

"Extra-territoriality is, of course, much older than Anglo-American relations

with China* The system was not originally thought derogatory to the sovereignty
of the state that permitted it* Not long ago American military authorities in

Great Britain wore conceded. extra-territorial rights# In China it was not

originally an assertion by the Occidentals of China* s inequality, but grow out of

troubles resulting from the Manchu Imperial assertion of the inequality of all

other states and potentates*

"The whole system rapidly became far more complex, however, and Chinese

dissatisfaction with it, grew# No single situation was so exasperating to the

Chinese as the system as a whole,when it was discovered, a few decades ago that it
implied Chinese inferiority*

"When the question of extra-territoriality abolition first arose in 1902 the

British and American condition to it was China*s modernization of her laws, courts,

prisons and police system# Reforms went slowly. largely because" they were

interrupted by the long series of civil wars during which the armed foreign

communities became the only refuges in which enormous wealth, fixed and portable,

was ; defended against bandit warlords.

"Now, of course, every such consideration has been wiped out by the Japanese*

In view of the magnificent service that China, has done the United Nations, and the

dignity her martyrdomhas has long been inconceivable that Peace would

inaugurate further quibbling over a system that hurts China*s pride. Its

abrogation has awaited nothing but a suitable occasion and the British and American.

governments are to be congratulated upon announcing its demise on the first

Chinesenational holiday sincepearl Harbor.
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AMERICAN AIR POWER STRIKING WITH REAL FORGE

"There are many reasons for solid satisfaction in the great raid of the

American bombers against Lille" states the "New York Herald Tribune" to-day.

"The number of planes engaged is itself a testimony to the speed with which

American-air power is growing; that power is now striking in, real force on

many fronts and the effects of the dispersal of strength are being mitigated

by the accumulation of planes and pilots. The ability of the big bombers to

make their raid in daylight and return, with a loss of only four planes is

another cause for congratulation, while a third may be found in the fact that

the American warning to the people of France - which was really, a. warning to

the Germans - was followed up so expeditiously and best of all is the

impressive tally of enemy planes which fell under the bombers’, fire

"But the attack still represents only a stage in the development of

American air strategy; only another test of a theory which is in an experimental

stage and must, prove its worth* Daylight bombing on the scale apparently .intended

by the American command has an especial tactical purpose - one which

have tried in vain to achieve. It strives for accurate bombing of specific targets

of course but it is also intended to draw out and crush the enemy air, force.

"The accuracy of high level bombing when directed at points protected by heavy
anti-aircraft fire has not yet been established as more effective than area

bombing at night. The reaction of the German fighter squadrons will provide an

index of this.

"The success of the American bombers in coping with fighter opposition is

also not quite clear although evidence of the great firepower of those planes
is steadily mounting. With all these qualifications, however, it cannot be forgotten

that the American barbers are seeking to assume a most difficult mission in a most

difficult theater of war. If they succeed in bringing air war to Germany itself in

the daylight hours they will lay the whole Luftwaffe under contribution and quite

possibly precipitate a decisive battle for the control of the skies. This is an

objective cf tremendous significance«,

One Beat. Too Late in India

"The present situation in India can at least serve one useful purpose" states

to-day's issue of "New York Times". "It can help to focus our attention on the

still unsolved problems elsewhere in Asia involved in the relations between the

Western powers and the Eastern peoples. If the difficulties in the Indian

situation are not to be repeated on a wider scale later they must be avoided now.

"unhappily in India every attempt to allay the conflict has come one beat too

late.

"There is a warning in this. All Asia is now as India two or three stages
back. There has been in recent, months much, loose talk about imperialism, much

glib imputation of blame to England and its imperialistic'policies for our defeats

in Eastern Asia* But it cannot be denied that everywhere on the Asiatic continent

there are in the making movements similar to that which has come to a head in India;
there are in the making the sale rancors as have accumulated to impasse. in India.

The deadlock in India itself is incitation to suspicion and resentment,

We of the Western world shall not return to our former status in Asia but if

we are not to make retreat under fire, when psychologically it is usually impossible
to do so, and if we are not to retreat in circimstances as perilous as exist in

India we must give formal explicit notice of our intentions now. without

generalities or abstractions we, muse put ourselves on record. What shall we do.

with respect to the Netherlands-Indies,. with respect to Malaya, with respect to

Thailand?

"The language of the Atlantic Charter is not direct enough, not assuring enough
tothe peoples concerned. It needs to be supplemented with more specific statements

of our intentions. This has just been done - with results which are certain to be

beneficial -in the case of China. In the same way we have indicated that we shall

give autonomy in one degree or another in the former colonies when they are recovered

from Japan. It would be better to say so explicitly. Complete independence for some

or all of these colonies may not at once. Also it will not be necessary
if we prevent intransigeance by anticipating legitimate demands.

"To all who know the oast it is plain that there are in the eastern peoples
reserves of distrust of the countries that now fight for democracy. The distrust

can and should be undermined. The lesson of India is mordantly clear. Too late is
futile and may be tragic." /GERMANS
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Germans Will Not Welcome Another Winter in Russia

"Bleak winds are blowing down the steppes of Russia. Even as far south

as Stalingrad German soldiers on the banks of the Don complain of the cold,

Winter is on the way marching at a measured pace the German armies have not

matched* But Hermann Goering, in Berlin, says he does not fear it" says the’New york Times to-day

"In the open fields of Russia it is different• There is no escape from

winter there except to go home, It must seem to the rank and file of the German

regiments massed along an endless front that they are never, going home. Scores

of tens of thousands never will. But Goering says that for the living it will

not be so bad this year. There will be warmer garments stripped from the people
in conquered lands. There will be little camp stoves and plenty of stolen food

to eat. Last year’s privations, Goering says, were suffered only because the

conquerors couldn’t keep up with the climate. This year there are preparations*"

"But is Goering right? There are good reasons for believing that this

winter will be worse for the Germans in Russia than last winter. Last year they
were confronted by an unexpected terror. Now they must face an anticipated
terror from which they know there is no release. All the little camp stoves in

the world cannot burn away the psychological shock of this second burial in the

snow. All the fur coats on earth will not keep out a chill that bites to the

marrow. To suffer such cold while success is still possible is one thing. To

suffer it in failure is another. It paralyzes the spirit and freezes the fighting
heart,"

The 'St, Louis Globe Democrat’ is quoted as saying "The news that the United

Stales and Britain have formally proposed to China the relinquishment of their

extraterritorial rights encourages belief that the first point in a Pacific charter

has been written and a good one,"

"Ever since Messrs. Roosevelt and Churchill met on the high seas and wrote

an Atlantic charter it has appeared, that something of the kind, must be written for

the Pacific.

"Obviously complete freedom cannot be granted abruptly. In Java for

instance a far-sighted program of self-government has been in operation by the

Dutch for several years. In India no one doubts but after the war an adjustment
of differences with Britain will be made* Approaches to solution of racial and

national problems were made long before Japan attacked and when Japan is completely
disarmed - another plaint in a Pacific charter - those comprehensive steps will be

resumed.

"The adjustment of China’s relations with foreign powers is the only step
that can be taken now. That it has been taken offers encouragement that it will

not-be the last in the direction of a new order in the far east,"

Reckless Criticism Should Stop

Major George Fielding Eliot writing in the Herald Tribune to-day states

"It would seem that the time has come to part a stop) to reckless criticism of our

British allies because of fancied divergence of policy, or because of the incredible

complications of the so called ’second front ’(about which most the self-appointed
critics know little) or the even more incredible complications of the political
situation in India, (about which few of the self-appointed critics know anything)*

"These criticisms are not representative of American thought - at present.
Those who in voicing such views. appoint themselves spokesmen for the American

people assume a responsibility for which they have no authority and which is not

founded, in fact, and which should appal them by the immensity of its possible

consequences to the allied, cause - which is also their country’s cause.

"This writer has traveled, widely in this country and. enjoys the benefit of
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a considerable correspondence and acquaintance, I can assert without the least

hesitation that there is at present in the, United, states neither any widespread
suspicion of British honesty of purpose nor doubt of essential British adherence

to those Basic principles of freedom for which this war is Being fought and which

constitute the soil in which our inter-allied unity must Be rooted, Whoever

asserts the contrary either does not know what he is talking about or desires to

contribute to the very conditions he deplores, Neither enemy propaganda nor

illinformed (even if well intentioned) criticism By irresponsible Americans has.

succeeded as yet in making either the second front or the Indian question a mapor

issue with the American people But this is not to say that these things cannot

come to pass if fools continue to rush in where angels fear to tread,"

U«S. OFFICE OF WAR INFORMATION
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